
How to make an interactive  
PDF using In-Design



Add a video or audio file
Unlike images, InDesign won’t show the content of 
videos on the page. Instead, you need to use the 
Media panel, which you can open from: 
Window > Interactive > Media.

01. Make space for the video
Create an empty graphic frame in the area the video will occupy.

02. Prepare the video 
If your video is not already an MPEG-4 with H.264 encoding, you’ll want to 
convert it to that. InDesign will work with QuickTime MOV movies, but MOV 
is an ageing, inefficient video format, so it’s best to avoid this.

Converting common video formats to MPEG-4 is easy with the Adobe 
Media Encoder utility that comes packaged with Photoshop, Premiere Pro, 
and other Creative Cloud applications. Drag the video file into the large 
queue area of Adobe Media Encoder and choose H.264 from the first drop-
down menu. 

Set the second drop-down to ‘Match Source – High Bitrate’ unless 
you want to alter the video size, quality or framerate. Click the green arrow 
button in the top-left corner to begin the conversion. When it’s finished, 
Adobe Media Encoder will have saved a new copy of the video with the MP4 
extension. 

03. Place the Video into InDesign
Back in InDesign, select the empty frame you created a moment ago and 
choose ‘File > Place’. Locate and select the MP4 video you’ve chosen 
to include and click Open. The video will be placed into the frame, as 
indicated by diagonal striping and a tiny video icon.

04. Preview your video
Unlike images, InDesign won’t show the content of videos on the page. 
Instead, you need to use the Media panel, which you can open from 
‘Window > Interactive > Media’. Here you can preview the video, including 
sound. You can also set the poster and controls to appear when publishing 
to PDF and other formats.



Add hyperlinks
A hyperlink is a web page element, such as a line 
of text, or graphic, that tells a browser to load a 
URL, initiate an email or jump to a text anchor.

01. Open the Hyperlinks panel
Choose Window > Interactive > Hyperlinks.

02. Sort hyperlinks in the Hyperlinks panel 
Choose ‘Sort’ from the Hyperlinks drop down panel menu on the top right of 
the Hyperlink window and then choose any of the following:
Manually Displays the hyperlinks in the order in which they were added to 
the document.
Name Displays the hyperlinks in alphabetical order.
Type Displays the hyperlinks in groups of similar type.

03. Create hyperlinks 
You can create hyperlinks to pages, URLs, text anchors, email addresses, 
and files. If you create a hyperlink to a page or text anchor in a different 
document, make sure that the exported files appear in the same folder.

Selected the text or graphic, that you want to hyperlink and then choose 
Hyperlinks > New Hyperlink from the drop down panel menu on the top 
right of the Hyperlink window. The New Hyperlink dialog box is displayed.

04. Create hyperlinks 
Copy the URL that you want to link into the URL: window. Your highlighted 
text will go blue and underline. You can change the appearence in ‘Edit 
Hyperlink’ option in the drop down panel menu on the top right of the 
Hyperlink window.



Export as an interactive PDF
Interactive PDFs combine the presentation and 
security of a PDF with the interactivity of the web, 
by utilising hyperlinks, video and sound. 

01. Select ‘Interactive PDF’
From InDesign’s drop down File menu, choose Export (File > Export). At the 
bottom of the Export dialog, set the Format to Adobe PDF (Interactive).  
Click Save.

02. Export an interactive PDF 
The Export pop up window will appear with Interactive PDF dialog. In the 
Options section at the bottom, make sure you’ve selected the radio button 
beside Include All, next to Forms and Media. Selecting Appearance Only 
inside of Include All would omit the video, using the poster as a static,  
non-interactive image, just as if you’d chosen to export as Adobe PDF (Print) 
instead of Adobe PDF (Interactive). Also check the box beside View After 
Exporting, which will make the PDF automatically open in Acrobat or Adobe 
Reader. 

03. Compression The rest of the options are at your discretion – but it’s 
worth testing the ‘Compression’ settings to reduce file size and quality of 
output. The ‘Lossless’ function will allow for better quality, but the file size 
will be bigger. Remember that screens read at 72dip, which means you don’t 
need to set the resolution as high as 300dpi, which is used for print.

See Linda.com for more information:
https://www.lynda.com/course-tutorials/InDesign-Interactive-PDFs-
Revision/688517-2.html
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